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For contractors and vendors selling commercial energy efficient 
equipment, the path to the financial decision maker can be 
mysterious, especially when you don’t have a facility contact to help.  
They need to propose their projects to building owners and CFOs, 
but finding them often takes some detective work.  

At Noesis, we’re constantly trying to find new ways to help our 
partners get more projects approved – and approved faster, and 
we’ve found that channeling your inner Sherlock Holmes can help 
you locate the financial decision maker and secure the meeting.  
We’ve outlined 3 steps that should help.  (Already have a contact on 
the inside?  Skip to step 3.)

Search for Clues: Investigate the company to learn as much as you can about 
how it works, how it makes money and how it makes decisions.  Conduct logical 
searches on websites like LinkedIn, Manta and Google to identify the senior 
decision makers of the company.  And, don’t forget the company’s website, which 
typically has a leadership page.  Once you have a good idea of how the company 
is organized, you can identify the likely financial decision maker.
 
Apprehend the Suspect: Now, you need to find the financial decision maker’s 
contact information.  You can try calling the company’s main phone number, but 
you’ll actually have better luck through email. To find their email address, first 
figure out the company’s email domain (hint: just look at their website).  Then, 
Google the contact’s name and the domain.  You might need to get creative and 
try different combinations of their first name, last name, and initials.  If you find 
another employee’s email address, you can use the email naming convention (e.g. 
firstname.lastname@company.com) to determine your target’s email address.
 
Get Them to Talk: Sometimes the hardest part about getting a meeting with a 
financial decision maker is getting their attention.  CFOs and building owners have 
a lot on their plate, and listening to pitches for building upgrades isn’t often a top 
priority.  Instead, position your project as a financial investment with impressive 
return.  That is, tease the decision maker with your projects’ financial metrics – not 
many CFOs can look past a project with a 40% IRR.  Once you set the bait, he or 
she will definitely want to hear more.  
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